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You're an Oxford/CERN physicist. That makes my pussy wet. I have some questions.
On your website you list that 400-700MHz frequencies were detected in your home.
But the wavelength is too large for many directed energy technologies in use on humans- the cream the
crop ones. 700MHz is 16.88976 inches a very large and inaccurate wave to strike a person for
controlled effects. It might be good for imaging or not, or general incapacipation or illness induction. The
best biocommunication technology requires very fine point beams- lasers to hit your individual cells,
molecules and subatomic particles, thereby allowing remote control of body tissue, nerves and cell
function, and perhaps DNA.
Can you tell me what the wavelength or technique they use to actually pull this off is? Doesn't it differ
from the signals you detected? And furthermore what device if any commercially available or easy to
make at home would detect this for sure?
What effects do you experience again? Do you think I am possibly right that they use a higher frequency
laser system to hit you or other targets?
What do you actually make of the 400MHz-700MHz signals?
Also is there any hope of a shielding or if this can penetrate a mountain deep to get you, what can you
do? Hmm.. Wish I had a superconducting magnet coffin fit and safe for humans inside, I would love to
cuddle up with you in one, wouldn't it reflect the signals?.. Wonder if anything else feasible would..
Xoxox
-Todd Giffen
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You're an Oxford/CERN physicist. That makes my pussy wet. I have some questions.
On your website you list that 400-700MHz frequencies were detected in your home.
But the wavelength is too large for many directed energy technologies in use on humans- the
cream the crop ones. 700MHz is 16.88976 inches a very large and inaccurate wave to strike a
person for controlled effects. It might be good for imaging or not, or general incapacition or illness
induction. The best biocommunication technology requires very fine point beams- lasers to hit your
individual cells, molecules and subatomic particles, thereby allowing remote control of body tissue,
nerves and cell function, and perhaps DNA.
Can you tell me what the wavelength or technique they use to actually pull this off is? Doesn't it
differ from the signals you detected? And furthermore what device if any commercially available or
easy to make at home would detect this for sure? None am I right?

What effects do you experience again? Do you think I am possibly right that they use a higher
frequency laser system to hit you or other targets?
What do you actually make of the 400MHz-700MHz signals?
Also is there any hope of a shielding or if this can penetrate a mountain of rock deep to get you,
what can you do? Hmm.. Wish I had a superconducting magnet coffin fit and safe for humans
inside, I would love to cuddle up with you in one, wouldn't it reflect the signals?.. Wonder if anything
else feasible would.. Over 8 years of toasting, want to get free, and I want to hook up with your
brains to see if we're a match to make it happen.
Xoxox
-Todd Giffen
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Sorry hope this one is typo free.
You're an Oxford/CERN physicist. That makes my pussy wet. I have some questions.
On your website you list that 400-700MHz frequencies were detected in your home.
But the wavelength is too large for many directed energy technologies in use on humans- the
cream the crop ones. 700MHz is 16.88976 inches a very large and inaccurate wave to strike a
person for controlled effects. It might be good for imaging or not, or general incapacitation or illness
induction. The best biocommunication technology requires very fine point beams- lasers to hit your
individual cells, molecules and subatomic particles, thereby allowing remote control of body tissue,
nerves and cell function, and perhaps DNA.
Can you tell me what the wavelength or technique they use to actually pull this off is? Doesn't it
differ from the signals you detected? And furthermore what device if any commercially available or
easy to make at home would detect this for sure? None am I right?
What effects do you experience again? Do you think I am possibly right that they use a higher
frequency laser system to hit you or other targets?
What do you actually make of the 400MHz-700MHz signals?
Further do you have any pleasurable even if damaging and incapacitating experiences being done
to you? Do you get tickled, relaxed, or given good dreams by your handlers at least on occasion?
Also is there any hope of a shielding or if this can penetrate a mountain of rock deep to get you,
what can you do? Hmm.. Wish I had a superconducting magnet coffin fit and safe for humans
inside, I would love to cuddle up with you in one, wouldn't it reflect the signals?.. Wonder if anything
else feasible would.. Over 8 years of toasting, want to get free, and I want to hook up with your
brains to see if we're a match to make it happen.
Xoxox
-Todd Giffen
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I know the common man will never know precisely how this works without the blue prints. To master a
remote control tactic takes a physicist with a technology that allows a whole array of environmental
manipulations. With all the particles and frequencies none of it available publicly to study one never
knows. They talk about mastery of transfering states from electrons to photons and back to electrons.
There's quantum entanglement to view through even plasma barriers. I hear they can send electrons
and maybe other particles down the beam. I feel so many millions of beams creating the sensation of
sucking on my dick the perfect invisible hologram.
I am just a lay man the technology and science was hidden from.
It feels like the most perfected quantum manipulation.

Todd Giffen
5039675202
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Dear Todd,
I am just a victim who is trying to learn about what is being done to me and other victims. However, you
seem to be in touch with Dr Robert Duncan, who is the expert on all of this since it is actually his work.
Your best bet for your court case would be to get him to write an expert testimony for you.
Best wishes,
Katherine
[Quoted text hidden]
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Duncan won't do that. He is against helping all TIs personally.
Honestly you might want to research where its coming from again. You know the beams they use are
closer to 360GHz- 1THz range. Possible some xray as well. These beams are precise. None of the
beams are originating from your environment as you claim; you can go out to the mountains where
theres no technology, go deep into a cave or man made tunnel and it will scan and hit you through it. If
you were to go a mile down to earth it will scan and hit you through it.
Todd
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